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Huawei welcomes the opportunity to comment on this important consultation on 5G spectrum 
access at 3400-3800 MHz and at 26 GHz in Sweden.  
 
Mobile operators and vertical industries in 5G era 
 
We believe that mobile operators, having over 30 years of experience in mobile networks’ operation 
and serving multi-million customer base, have the excellent capability of giving 5G a head-start in 
Sweden. Their investments in 5G network infrastructure, creating the core 5G coverage and 
providing 5G service experience to their customers are indispensible for the success of 5G in Sweden.  
 
The 5G technology also provides an efficient means for servicing professional user groups, the 
“verticals”: the so called slicing technology enables the provision of services with a pre-defined QoS, 
including those requiring very low latency, to a range of verticals. Slicing would also allow verticals to 
enjoy the great benefit of economies of scale in equipment. Where required, for example for building 
and operation of certain types of 5G private networks, vertical industries can get direct access to 
spectrum via leasing it from the mobile network operators. 
 

 
3400-3800 MHz band 

 
 
The digital transformation opportunity - Deployment scenarios and use cases 

One of the biggest motivations for mobile operators considering to invest in 5G lies in the fact that 
5G is not only about delivering faster mobile broadband connectivity; it has a lot to do with the 
possibility to address the Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) for domestic and business applications as well 
as new markets and industries, the verticals. Such diversified usage scenarios will also require 
extreme low latency, very high reliability and a massive number of connections. 

Key players from operators, vendors, and vertical industries are increasingly coming together to 
establish a common understanding on service-guaranteed network slicing in terms of the vision, end-
to end (E2E) solution, key enabling technologies, and the impacts for vertical industries. 

In the past years, mobile operators have successfully embraced new business models by adding fixed 
wireless access (FWA) to their mobile broadband (MBB) offer. Wireless customer premises 
equipment (CPEs), based on 4G and 4.5G, have received significant acceptance in the market, in 
addition to xDSL broadband modems: a complement to the operators’ fixed broadband (FBB) offer or 
a means to compete with other existing FBB operators. 



 

 
 

 

Network slicing technologies developed by 3GPP are key enablers. Network slicing allows vertical 
industries to avoid the capital and operating costs of dedicated physical infrastructures and devices, 
by creating a “network factory” whereby a mobile network operator can assign – via software – 
different slices of its core and radio access network resources to a diverse range of verticals and 
applications. Network slicing is a major innovation in 5G that allows the verticals to benefit from the 
huge economies of scale in equipment, with guaranteed quality of service for use cases with extreme 
requirements such as ultra-reliable low-latency communications. 

The band is fairly well suited for both outdoor-to-outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor coverage and is 
expected to be used for a contiguous  5G eMBB coverage of dense urban, urban and, to a lesser 
extent, sub-urban areas. 

Among the core target areas of the 3400-3800 MHz band are in the first instance city centers, 
business districts, transport hubs and also densely populated residential areas. Provision of 5G eMBB 
services in 3400-3800 MHz band would also be reasonable in smaller towns’ centres and other 
clusters of population in the countryside. 
 
The 3400-3800 MHz band would be also an optimal frequency range for the coverage of rail and road 
corridors. The newest beam tracking technologies which will be implemented in 5G systems will 
enable reliable communications to fast moving mobile equipment. 
 
 
5G requires nationwide assignments of large contiguous spectrum blocks 
 
As widely acknowledged, the European 5G Pioneer band 3400-3800 MHz is the primary band below 6 
GHz for 5G in Europe which provides an appropriate trade-off between favorable radio propagation 
conditions and bandwidth availability for the cost-efficient deployment of macro-cellular networks 
and the wide area provision of a 5G quality of service. The 5G NR ecosystem supporting 3400-3800 
MHz will be commercially ready in 2018 with broader commercialization commencing from 2019. 
The establishment of regulatory frameworks which incentivize investment in national mobile 
network infrastructures in the European primary bands are essential to the success of 5G in Europe. 
 
Nationwide assignments 
 
We believe that for the successful deployment of 5G in the 3400-3800 MHz band the availability of 
contiguous spectrum blocks in the range of 100 MHz is essential. These blocks should be awarded as 
national licences to create incentive with the operators for large scale investments in 5G 
infrastructure and coverage. 
 
All the key frequencies that have been used to enable the introduction of a new “3GPP generation” 
have always been assigned on a nationwide basis without exceptions (e.g. 900, 1800 MHz for 2G,  
2100 MHz for 3G, 800 and 2600 MHz for 4G). 
 
Some “experiments” of regional assignments have been made across Europe in the previous years 
(2007, 2009) for the 3400-3600 MHz which at that time was not considered as a key frequency for 4G 
but rather a promising frequency for hotspot future-oriented coverage with limited take-up. 
 
Nowadays, given the fact that the 3400- 3800 MHz is the 5G primary band and consistently with 
what was done with other key frequencies for the previous “3GPP generations”, assignments in the 
3400-3800 MHz range should be made on a national basis to incentivize the significant investments 
required for the introduction of 5G. 
 



 

 
 

 

More specifically, the paragraphs below summarize the key benefits associated with nationwide 
assignments (as opposed to regional assignments): 
 

- National assignments represent the consolidated best practice for the bands which have a 
key role in the introduction of a new technology; 

- The simpler national assignments approaches encourage operators’ investments by allowing 
more flexible and less complex deployments. Regional assignments would multiply 
operators’ network planning efforts in order to properly manage interference at the regions’ 
borders (i.e. by ensuring the electromagnetic field strength at the borderline and at a certain 
distance from border as required by the regulator); 

- Nationwide assignments ensure the most efficient use of spectrum: regional assignments 
would lead to the impossibility to deploy 5G in the areas close to the borders and to 
constrained rollouts in areas further away from the borderline (e.g. limitations on the macro 
base stations output power). The size of such impacted areas increases in case of 
unsynchronized adjacent networks (TDD-based). 
 

Below we provide for PTS’s reference recent experiences which we observed in two European 
countries with regard to the 3400-3800 MHz band. 
 
The Italian case:  
126 MHz in the 3400-3600 MHz band were assigned on a regional basis in 2008 across Italy. Only few 
thousands of TD-LTE base stations have been deployed in the meantime confirming that the band 
was not at the center of the main operators’ strategies while representing the most advanced case of 
4G rollout in the 3400-3800 MHz in Europe as of today. 
 
More recently, in line with the European Commission 5G Action Plan, the Italian Government has 
identified the European 5G Pioneer band 3400-3800 MHz as a key band for the introduction of 5G in 
Italy: foundation to national strategic goals such as the “industry 4.0” and, more generally, the 
national “Digital-Transformation”1.  
 
Within the 3400-3600 MHz licenses renewal procedures, the Regulator (AGCOM) has introduced 
financial incentives2 to geographically de-fragment the existing frequency assignments towards 
national assignments.  
In addition, with reference to the 3600-3800 MHz range, AGCOM has also recently kicked off its 
public consultation3 proposing nationwide assignments and acknowledging the need for wide and 
contiguous frequency assignments. 
 

                                                           
1 In 2015, while preparing for the assignment procedure for the 3600-3800 MHz band in  the context of IMT-A, 
the regulator proposed (AGCOM Delibera 659-15-CONS) local and regional assignments accounting for existing 
users (fixed links mostly) in the band. Very recently, while finalizing the procedure for the “5G spectrum 
auction” to be help in July-September 2018) the regulator has proposed (AGCOM Delibera 89-18-CONS) a new 
as deeply motivated approach: assignment of two blocks of 100MHz (contioguous) on a national basis, with 
clearance of the band from existing fixed links – “accounting for the evolved technology and market context”.  
2 According to the recent AGCOM deliverable “Allegato B alla delibera n. 503/17/CONS” articles 51, 52, 53: 

- AGCOM encourages spectrum trading which will lead to geographic defragmentation of the 3400-3600 
MHz band (i.e. leading to assignments as much as possible on a nationwide basis); 

- AGCOM will apply a discount to the operator annual fees associated to the spectrum block that is 
being de-fragmented as a result of the trading agreement (the discount is proportional to the 
geographic area associated with the frequency block).  

3 Towards the auction of the European 5G pioneer bands  which is  expected in September 2018. 



 

 
 

 

In our view, the “Italian case” (still ongoing) could be seen as an evolution of the regulator’s 
approach from region based licences towards nationwide assignments within the 3400-3800 MHz 
band. This is in the background of the regulator’s spectrum defragmentation effort in the lower 
3400-3600 MHz portion of the band. 
 
The Irish case 
The 3400-3800 MHz auction took place in the second half of 2017 in Ireland. Licenses were available 
on a regional basis (the Irish territory was divided in 9 regions) while, as shown in the auction 
summary4 below, the actual assignments did not really follow the regional approach. 
 

 
Irish auction results: Spectrum holding per Region in the 3.6 GHz Band 

 

 
Irish auction results: Provisional frequency plan (as of May ’17) 

 
As it could be seen from the Irish case, the regulator designed the auction based on the regional 
approach. However the market didn’t really follow the regulator’s idea, and the auction has resulted 
in nearly national licences for almost all players who sought to acquire spectrum: each of the auction 
bidders got approximately the same amount of spectrum in all regions. 
 
We further note that the proposed by PTS approach for geographic licences in 3400-3800 MHz band 
across multiple pre-defined geographic areas would lead to thousands of km of borders between the 
locally licensed areas, as well as multiple cross-border cases where from the Swedish side different 
licence holders would need to coordinate with external networks, involving PTS as a mediator. 
 
Based on our vision of the key benefits associated with nationwide assignments described in this 
section and with reference to the experience in two European countries referred to above, our 
strong recommendation to PTS is to implement nationwide assignments across the whole 3400-
3800 MHz band. 

                                                           
4 www.comreg.ie/media/dlm_uploads/2017/05/ComReg-1738.pdf 



 

 
 

 

Individual (national) authorizations of contiguous channels of 100 MHz or more 
 
The availability of sufficient bandwidth in 3400-3800 MHz is particularly pertinent in the case of 5G. 
The vision and expected features of 5G for mobile networks can only be truly realized through the 
availability of channel bandwidths of around 100 MHz or more. The availability of sufficient 
bandwidth is especially critical when considering that mobile networks will not only support 
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), but that they will also support Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) as 
well as a range of  vertical industry use cases which could gain access to 5G through network slicing 
and benefit from the economies of scale in 5G network infrastructure and equipment. 
 
We believe that the availability of contiguous channels of 100 MHz or more will serve as an efficient 
incentive for mass scale investments by mobile operators in the referred to above 5G use cases 
which will be essential for the overall success of 5G. 
 
 
Defragmentation and Timeline 
 
We recommend that the whole 3400-3800 MHz band is made available at the same time to the 
market. It is important that an appropriate effort is undertaken by PTS to defragment the band 
before the new 5G award procedure could take place. We consider that the negative experience 
gained with geographic assignments of the 3400-3800 MHz band in the previous licensing cycle in 
Sweden should be taken into account and this practice should not be repeated in the 5G award cycle. 
We note, based on the expected availability of equipment in the year 2018, that the commercial 
deployment of 5G networks in 3400-3800 MHz could commence as early as in the year 2019. 
 
We believe that European administrations should do their utmost to defragment the primary 5G 
band before proceeding to the new award procedure. Such defragmentation should occur both in 
frequency and geographically. To this end, we encourage regulators: 
 

 To consolidate spectrum across the whole band by creating incentives with the current 
regional licence holders to give up the spectrum usage rights before the end of their 
respective licence terms. These effort may include specific measures to allow a portion of 
the  auction revenues to be used to compensate existing users who will need to be cleared 
from the band 
 

 To assign spectrum on a national basis through a new award process ; 
 

 
To support the above proposals, we draw attention to the following: 
 

 The high profile attached to the defragmentation of the 3400-3800 MHz band in the RSPG 
Second Opinion on 5G networks; 
 

 The CEPT Roadmap for 5G, which emphasises the provision of guidance to administrations 
for defragmenting the 3400-3800 MHz band, in which there are existing licences in many 
CEPT countries and for developing plans and intended timescales for the future utilization of 
this band; 
 

 The draft ECC Report “Guidance on defragmentation of the frequency band 3400-3800 MHz” 
that is currently under development in CEPT ECC PT1, and which addresses issues of both 
frequency and geographic defragmentation.  



 

 
 

 

Innovative business models 
 
5G will also stimulate the creation of new business models on the mobile market, such as provision 
of wholesale 5G capacity from MNOs’ mobile networks to new players (MVNO model), provision of 
indoor coverage infrastructure by so-called neutral hosts, leasing of spectrum by verticals from the 
MNOs.  
 
The new business models will require some intervention from the regulator side who will need to 
ensure that the spectrum is used efficiently and the interests of both MNOs and vertical industries 
are balanced.  
 
Under the various business models under consideration, we believe that mobile network operators 
should be designated the primary role in using 5G spectrum, and that appropriate market-based (e.g. 
slicing) and/or regulatory (e.g. “use-it-or-lease-it” clauses) tools should be considered for ensuring 
appropriate access to spectrum by all user groups. 
 
 
Facilitate co-existence through synchronized operation 
 
Based on our extensive field experience in key markets outside of Europe (e.g. hundreds of 
thousands of synchronized base stations are operating in China, Japan, India, etc.) synchronisation 
between different operators’ networks5 operating in adjacent frequency blocks (including alignment 
of uplink and downlink transmissions) is essential for efficient use of spectrum. In fact, synchronized 
operation avoids extra restrictions, such as inter-operator guard bands (in the order of 20 to 30 MHz) 
and operator-specific filters. 
 
We also note that in the case of geographic licences which PTS is considering as an authorisation 
approach in the 3400-3800 MHz band, the synchronisation requirement would need to be extended 
to all operators, including the smallest ones. This would further increase the complexity and raise the 
deployment and operational costs. 
  

                                                           
5 Or between jointly operated networks by operators’ partnerships. 



 

 
 

 

26 GHz band 
 
Deployment scenarios and use cases 
 
The 24.25-27.5 GHz is the key band for providing ultra-high data rate 5G services.  In the beginning 
we expect that the band could be primarily used for Fixed Wireless Access (also known as WTTx) for 
business premises outside the main city locations and for residents in less densely populated areas. 
Gigabit level throughput assuming a 1 GHz bandwidth at 26 GHz will be possible for those users who 
can install CPEs outside their premises in order to have line of sight connection with a 5G base 
station at an appropriate distance.  Operators in the US and Canada have concrete plans to deploy at 
mmWave for FWA to serve individual premises and apartments. 
 
In cities the 26 GHz will complement the contiguous 5G coverage provided over the 3400-3800 MHz 
band in hot spots such as commercial centres, major transport hubs, shopping malls, airports, sports 
stadiums and university campuses. 5G base stations at 26 GHz could be deployed in a gradual 
manner in such hot spots, in parallel or following the creation of a nearly contiguous 5G eMBB 
coverage over the 3400-3800 MHz band. We also expect the band to be used by mobile operators to 
address the needs for 5G connectivity from vertical industries. 
 
Both indoor and outdoor communications are feasible at 26 GHz. Good outdoor coverage can be 
provided at 26 GHz by macro cells and lamppost cells in line of sight environments, while in non line 
of sight environments, Huawei tests have indicated that coverage cannot be guaranteed. Indoor 
coverage cannot be guaranteed by outdoor macro deployments due to the very high penetration loss 
of concrete (around 60 dB at 26 GHz) though it would still be possible to provide outdoor-to-indoor 
coverage via glass walls/windows where the penetration losses vary from around 3 to 20 dB. The 
best way to provide indoor coverage at 26 GHz is through indoor small cells, or specific indoor 
coverage systems, such as Huawei’s Lampsite solution. 
 
Timeline 
 
The 5G mmWave ecosystem supporting 26 GHz will be commercially ready already in 2018, with 
broader commercialization possible from 2019, however market demand for mmWave spectrum 
should serve as a driving factor for setting up the national authorisation timelines. At the same time  
the actual usable bandwidth within 26 GHz remains subject to the final decision on the 5G unwanted 
emission limits in order to protect the EESS passive service operating in 23.6-24.0 GHz. 
 
We recommend PTS to consider the authorisation of the upper portion of the 26GHz band (i.e. 26.5-
27.5 GHz) following the authorisation of the primary 3400-3800 MHz band. This would in turn be 
followed by opening the lower part 24.25-26.5 GHz with the necessary adjustments to the mmWave 
regulatory framework based on the initial experience gained from the 5G operation in the upper 
portion of the 26 GHz band. 
 
Addressing Verticals Industries  
 
As explained in the context of the 3400-3800 MHz band, operators will have the opportunity to 
address the requirement from vertical industries by assigning tailored “slices” from their networks 
according to the specific requirements. Regulators’ may consider to introduce “access obligations” 
(e.g. wholesale model) to facilitate the appropriate “market dynamics”.  

Considering the higher propagation losses and greater potential bandwidth of the 26 GHz band 
compared to those of the 3400-3800 MHz, we expect that the option of spectrum leasing from 



 

 
 

 

mobile operators to verticals would be more attractive in the 26 GHz than in the 3400-3800 MHz 
band. For some industrial applications, ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC) can be 
important. Guaranteed quality of service can be mission critical in such use cases, which emphasises 
the importance of exclusive (non-shared) spectrum authorisation models in both 3400-3800 MHz and 
26 GHz. 

Co-existence 

We believe, based on our technical analysis, that it would be beneficial to synchronise 5G networks 
operating in the same geographical area (avoid simultaneous uplink and downlink transmissions). 
This would  increase the efficiency of spectrum use by avoiding restricted blocks/guard bands 
between the networks as described in ECC Report 216. 

We also admit that in some situations, special measures from PTS may be required to ensure whole-
band inter-operator synchronization, such as defining a default time reference, default UL/DL ratio, 
and the scope of those measures (e.g. small isolated hot-spots may be excluded from those 
constraints). 

Two-steps band’s authorisation 
 
We are of the opinion that investments by mobile network operators in 26 GHz infrastructure are 
essential for its success in Sweden, and that PTS should create incentives among the mobile network 
operators, through the appropriate assignment procedures, to become the primary users of the 26 
GHz band. The successful launch of 5G networks is in particular important in the 26.5-27.5 GHz 
portion of the 26 GHz which PTS is considering to authorise as a first step. We strongly recommend 
PTS to entirely assign this portion of the 26 GHz band through individual national licences, ensuring 
the availability of at least 400-500 MHz of contiguous spectrum per a 5G network (note that 
spectrum pooling option is being considered by some European regulators). This would create the 
necessary flexibility for the operators to deploy their 5G networks according to the increasing market 
demand, both geographically and in terms of evolving and emerging 5G use cases, and would ensure 
the successful launch of 5G services in the mmWaves in Sweden. 
 
In parallel, we encourage PTS  (as well as all other European regulators) to put in place the process 
that will lead to clearance of the lower 24.25-26.5 GHz portion from fixed links. Depending on the 
national situation, this process may take, in our opinion, from two to four years to be fully 
completed. 
 
During the time needed for the fixed links clearance from the lower portion of the 26 GHz band, PTS 
will have the opportunity to account for the market developments in the earlier licensed upper 
portion and apply the necessary adjustments, if any would be needed, to the design of the 
assignment procedure in the lower portion of 26 GHz. 
 
In both upper and lower portions of the 26 GHz band we assume that mobile operators will be best 
placed to service the needs of vertical industries via network slicing, according to the market 
demand. This would enable multiple vertical industries to enhance their industrial capabilities by 
utilising the cutting edge 5G technology. 
 
We believe the proposed two-steps approach would be the optimal way forward for mmWaves 5G 
networks in Sweden. 
 



 

 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
3400-3800 MHz band 
 
We propose an individual national licensing of the 3400-3800 MHz band while ensuring the 
availability of contiguous frequency blocks of 100MHz or more to mobile network operators. This is to 
be enabled through an appropriate regulatory management of the existing users and geographic and 
frequency defragmentation.  
 
Such authorisation would give mobile network operators the freedom to deploy or collaborate with 
other parties (including FWA operators and vertical industries) wherever there is demand for 5G, for 
any of the foreseen use cases, free from risks of harmful co-channel interference characterised by 
shared/coordinated licensing. All this would bring certainty for their investment in 5G. 
 
Mobile network operators are well-placed to provide MBB, FWA and also, to serve verticals by 
network slicing of their public 5G mobile networks, authorised via individual national spectrum 
licences. This model has the potential of creating new business opportunities through the wholesale 
provision of 5G capacity to the verticals, including in the form of MVNOs. Furthermore, the demand 
for local private 5G networks in the European 5G Pioneer band 3400-3800 MHz could be met through 
leasing of spectrum from the mobile network operators, incentivised through appropriate and 
proportionate regulatory measures. 
 
For macro base stations rollouts in adjacent frequency blocks in the same geographic area: 
synchronized operation allows the most efficient utilization of the spectrum resource. 

 
26 GHz band 
 
26 GHz is the key band for providing ultra-high data rate 5G services and it will complement in hot 
spots the contiguous 5G coverage provided over the 3400-3800 MHz band. We also expect the band 
to be used by mobile operators to address the needs for 5G connectivity of vertical industries. 
 
We are of the opinion that investments by mobile network operators in 26 GHz infrastructure are 
essential for its success in Sweden. 
 
We believe, based on our technical analysis, that it would be beneficial to synchronise 26 GHz 5G 
networks operating in the same geographical area. Exceptions could be made for isolated hot spots. 
 
We recommend PTS to consider the authorisation of the upper portion of the 26GHz band (i.e. 26.5-
27.5 GHz) through individual national licences, ensuring the availability of at least 400-500 MHz of 
contiguous spectrum per a 5G network. Time wise, the award of the upper 26 GHz should take place 
following the authorisation of the primary 3400-3800 MHz band. This would in turn be followed by 
opening the lower part 24.25-26.5 GHz with the necessary adjustments to the mmWave regulatory 
framework based on the initial experience gained from the 5G operation in the upper portion of the 
26 GHz band. 
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